
Committee: London and Middlesex Housing Corporation 
 
Organization/Sector represented:  
 
Name: Steve Hillier 
Address: 
   21 Oregon Road 
   London, Ontario 
   N5Z4B8 
 
Occupation: Operations Management 
Work experience: I have worked and supervised construction crews, run restaurants, 
supervised factory floors, started businesses and sold them. I was a founding vendor of the 
Western Fair Farmers Market. Our family has been putting on events for over 30 years 
without tax payer funding and that exposure has allowed me to have real conversations 
with people living in social housing. I have built entire assembly lines from the drawings to 
the install, when our family owned Good News Insulation and Renovations I supervised 60 
men doing the insulation and maintenance of all Sifton rental properties in London, 
Guelph and other cities, it took 3 years. I ran for council in 2014, and I am still involved 
and enjoy helping Londoners.  
Education: Manufacturing Engineering Technologist  
Skills: I run a non profit company to help others called Honourable Business Advisors 
where I used my decades of on the ground experience to help other peoples businesses 
move forward and not fall into problems so many others have.  
 
Interest reason: Back in 1998 I was involved in a serious accident, all that time spent 
thinking, talking to therapists or anyone who was working on my body put the world into 
perspective for me. A team of psychiatrists, psychologists, and therapists took me down to 
the mental core and conducted non stop tests. It was found I have an IQ range of 160-169 
and a unique way of figuring out things. I try to see the big picture not just focus on the 
little details. Personally I no longer collect things, I make memories and help others. This 
body helps people where you can see the difference in their real lives.  
Contributions: I hope we can all learn from a collaboration, me with my life experience and 
education paired with all the others members.  
Past contributions: Due to my past injury, I have spent most of my life getting to the point 
where now I can participate. Many at City Hall know how I quietly work behind the scenes 
with my research and analysis .  
Interpersonal: I have run for council. I was a founding vendor at the Western Fair Farmers 
Market. Take a stroll with me any Saturday and experience an exchange of ideas in real 
time for yourself. Our family has been putting on events with every culture that we could 
find for over 30 years. Former Neighbourhood Watch Captain.  
 
Interview interest: Yes 

 


